Two patterns for Monster High dolls
This file contains two patterns for Monster High dolls. These are basic patterns, which only require basic sewing skills,
except the sleeves may be a bit tricky, if you haven't done it before. The patterns do not include more than 1-2 mm for
seam allowances as it is assumed that either the fabric edges are treated with Fray Stop (or other similar fabric glue) or
fabrics with little or no fraying are used.
The patterns should be printed on A4 paper. If Letter size is used, make sure the pages are not resized during printing.
For the complete set of patterns, see: ths.fennotrans.fi/patterns/index.html

Bolero jacket: 6a) body, 6b) sleeve (cut 2)
Cut the pieces. There are two options for sewing: 1) Sew the side seams
and sleeve seams separately and then sew the sleeves in place, or 2) sew
the sleeves in place and then sew the side and sleeve seams as one seam.
Method 2) is probably easier for a beginner. Decorate as desired.

Tube dress (3)
Use stretchy fabric for this. Check the direction of stretch and then check
that the fabric is stretchy enough by taking a width of the fabric
corresponding with the narrow part of the pattern and pinning it where the
seam would be to form a tube. Check that you can get the doll's hips trough
this tube.

If the fabric is stretchy enough, place the pattern on the fabric so that the
direction of stretch matches the direction indicated in the pattern. Cut the
piece (adjust length, if desired) and sew the entire length of the back seam.
The upper edge of the dress looks neater, if you turn it inside before
sewing. 0.5-1 cm should be enough.
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